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Unit IV 

Reading Representations of Race in the American Theater in terms of the idea of the 
American Dream: 

A Raisin in the Sun 
 

Perhaps since the ancient Greeks, theater has worked to reflect a society—its values, its tensions, its triumphs, its 
failures—back onto itself.  And like a mirror facing another mirror, this relationship between what is ―real‖ and what is 
―represented‖ is a very complicated one.   
 

For our last unit of the year, we are interested in investigating a play and exploring the ways in which this playwright 
attempts to reflect the world of mid-20th century America.  How do we tell the story of post-war middle-class prosperity? Of 
the progress of the civil rights movement? Of those who didn’t ―make it?‖ What does this story tell us about ourselves?  Are 
these characters born as characters, or do they become them? Our author has a very strong view on how and why this 
representation ought to happen.  With any kind of work like this, though, the character on the stage cannot possibly 
encompass the thoughts and feelings of all people.   
 

As we’ll soon learn, methods of representation aren’t neutral; they come with a particular purpose.  To best identify and 
understand these purposes, we’ll read this play, a few supplemental texts/videos, a poem or two, and a film version of the play.  
There are a few points are important to consider before we begin:   
 

1. Neither this text, its author, nor this unit, claim to provide the ―one true answer‖ for understanding African American 
Culture or experience in America.  These are ideas –possibilities generated by creative thinkers to be taken into 
account and discussed by readers.  Nothing more, nothing less.  
 

2. The voices in these readings, fictional or otherwise, do not pretend to speak for an entire race or ethnicity.  No one 
person is able to do this.  Please do not fall into the easy trap of thinking that because Lorraine Hansberry said 
something, it means that all people share her feelings. 

 
Though I’m not thrilled about it, this is the shortest of all of our units, yet it is also one of the most interesting.  Like all of 

our units this year, it aims to seek answers to very real, everyday dilemmas that each of us encounters outside the boundaries 
of our classroom.  Because we only have a few weeks left, your participation in discussion and engagement with readings is of 
critical importance.  Keeping up with these materials will also give you an edge on the final exam, which will feature many 
questions related to the readings from this unit.    

 
 To be completed as homework In Class 

F, 5/13  -Debrief Catcher/Essay conversation 
-Raisin intro notes 
-Discuss Lorraine Hansberry, Chicago, Housing Projects 
-Video: Hiding in Plain Sight: The Walls That Divide Us 

   

M, 5/16 Catcher in the Rye Response 
Paper due by 7:40 a.m. to 
turnitin.com 

-Continue Raisin introduction 
-Begin Act I, if time 

T, 5/17  -Act I with reading questions 

W, 5/18  -SSR 
-Grammar 

Th, 5/19 
Prom 

 -Discussion guide-fill in and go over verbally 
-Finish Act I, start Act II 
-Harlem-discuss connections between poem and drama (developing 
symbols/motifs) 
 -Act I quotes on butcher paper/carousel (name, speaker, situation, sig.) 

F, 5/20  -Oral BW as review 
-Act I PID / QUIZ 
-Read II with reading questions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh42TGld1HY


   

M, 5/23  -Discuss connections q’s from yesterday 
-II with reading questions 
-50s presentations 

Tu, 5/24  -Act II PID / QUIZ  

W, 5/25 
Seniors’ last 
day 

 -SSR 
-Grammar 

Th, 5/26  -Impromptu  

F, 5/27 
½ day 

 ½ day  Speech WORK TIME 

   

M, 5/30  -No School-Memorial Day 

Tu, 5/31  -Begin reading Act III 
-Watch movie 

W, 6/1 Polish impromptu for Speech and 
Practice 

-SSR 
-Grammar 

Th, 6/2  -Cont. reading Act III 

F, 6/3 ALL LATE WORK DUE -Finish Act III and wrap up play    ALL LATE WORK DUE 

   

M, 6/6  -Act III PID / QUIZ 

Tu, 6/7  -Present Speeches  

W, 6/8  - Present Speeches  

Th, 6/9  -Raisin Review 

F, 6/10  -Catcher Review 

   

M, 6/13  -JC Review 

Tu, 6/14  -Employability/Grammar review 

W, 6/15  -Exams Hours 1-2 

Th, 6/16  -Exams Hours 3-4 

F, 6/17  -Exams Hours 5-6 

 


